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Understanding the drivers of diversification and processes that maintain biodiversity
remains a central theme of evolutionary biology. However, these efforts are often
impeded due to disparities across species and environments and the genetic complexity underlying many traits. The factors driving biodiversity can be more readily
understood by focusing on the genetics of diversification, of one or few genes shared
across species, with large influence over an organism's phenotype (Templeton, 1981;
Wright, 1984). In this pursuit, previous studies often focus on the selective pressures
that impact phenotypic diversity (Brawand et al., 2014; Yokoyama et al., 2015), often
overlooking the contribution of neutral processes (i.e., genetic drift). In this issue of
Molecular Ecology, Hensley et al. (2020) use an integrative approach, including RNA
sequencing, in vitro protein expression and spectral measurements, to explore the
drivers behind the diversification of bioluminescent signalling in cypridinid ostracods
(Figure 1). Typical bioluminescent reactions primarily include an enzyme (luciferase)
and substrate (luciferin). By focusing on a single gene, this study traces the molecular
evolution of (c)luciferase in sea fireflies, elucidating diverse signatures of selection,
drift and constraint to decipher the link between genotype and phenotype of their
bioluminescent emissions.

Ostracods, known as sea fireflies, in the family Cypridinidae serve as

(2020) elucidates how underlying genetic variation in a single gene

an exemplar system to study the factors underlying diversification

(c-luciferase) is associated with the variation in sea firefly pheno-

as they have distinct bioluminescent signals involved in antipreda-

types and how differences at the molecular level are shaped by both

tor (Figure 1b) and/or courtship displays (Figure 2; Cohen & Morin,

natural and sexual selection as well as neutral processes or drift.

2010; Gerrish & Morin, 2016; Morin, 2019). These unique courtship

While selection acts at the phenotypic level, it is the underly-

displays, or bioluminescent pulses, have evolved exclusively among

ing genetic mutations that influence an organism's characteristics

Caribbean species (males), show interspecific variation (Cohen

or phenotype. In this study, the authors aimed to decipher the ge-

& Morin, 2010; Morin, 2019) and can differ in brightness, kinet-

netic underpinnings or genotype that ultimately gives rise to cy-

ics (e.g., duration), and colour (Harvey, 1924; Hensley et al., 2019).

pridinid bioluminescent phenotypes, and the functional roles of

Bioluminescent phenotypes among ostracods therefore show varia-

the phenotype with regard to signalling in courtship displays. This

tion in both behavioural (e.g., location, angle, onset and/or tempo of

study reports the emission spectra (“colour”) of bioluminescence for

pulse signalling) and biochemical parameters (enzymatic reaction of

21 cypridinid species, in addition to 13 new c-luciferase genes ex-

luciferase with a conserved luciferin substrate). Due to the overlap in

tracted from de novo transcriptomes –four of which have confirmed

species’ ranges, behavioural modifications in signalling (e.g., micro-

function using in vitro protein assays. Notably, Hensley et al. (2020)

habitat or emission angle) and modifications to emission signalling

pinpoints important functional sites in this gene that impact biolu-

(i.e., through enzyme kinetics) may evolve more readily than changes

minescent phenotypic diversity. Phylogenetic analysis and tests of

in colour, due to stronger (sexual) selection pressures imposed by

selection suggest some amino acid sites linked to enzyme kinetics

mating (e.g., Ellison et al., 2011). This research by Hensley et al.,

and colour evolved under positive selection. Comparative analysis of
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(a)

F I G U R E 1 Ostracod bioluminescence
(a) Photo credit: Elliot Lowndes, (b)
Photo credit: Trevor Rivers and Nicholai
Hensley

(b)

maximum absorbance which dictates colour) of sea firefly emissions. This bioluminescent phenotype (colour) is thought to have
minimal impact on cypridinid fitness and the results presented by
Hensley et al., (2020) indicate this site may have evolved neutrally
due to genetic drift. In addition to site 178, the authors found three
additional sites correlated with changes to λmax that appear to be
under positive selection suggesting multiple forces (selection and
drift) may play a role in the diversification of emission colour. The
role of phylogeny becomes evident as the authors present λmax with
respect to noncourtship and courtship species and find small evolutionary shifts in λmax indicating a colour change across groups.
They speculate as to whether the colour may be adaptive and
linked to differences in their environment and/or visual predators,
and present alternate arguments that could explain colour variation
across species.
A noteworthy concept underwritten by the findings of Hensley
et al., (2020) is how genetic diversity can constrain and influence the
pathways of evolution (Bonner, 1982; Maynard-Smith et al., 1985;
Wake, 1991). One site in c-luciferase (160) is particularly interesting
as it has influence over λmax and is also correlated with light decay.
F I G U R E 2 “Chorus” of lights, time-lapse photo of ostracod
courtship displays above coral in Bonaire. Photo credit: Kyle
McBurnie

Mutations at this site therefore appear to be affecting multiple phenotypes at once. The authors hypothesize that underlying biochemical constraints, including pleiotropy, may therefore be influencing
c-luciferase evolution.
Pleiotropy, in which a single gene can produce two or more un-

c-luciferases revealed at least one site that plays a role in determining

related phenotypic effects (He & Zhang, 2006), is a common phe-

the rate of light decay evolves under episodic diversifying selection.

nomenon that can force compromise among adaptations of different

If positive selection is driving biochemical variation in c-luciferases

traits as genetic change beneficial to one trait may be deleterious

as these data suggest, it is of particular interest as decay rates can

or neutral to another (Barton, 1990; Otto, 2004). This can poten-

vary widely among species and influence the duration of courtship

tially lead to fitness tradeoffs (MacLean et al., 2004) and result in

pulses (Cohen & Morin, 2010; Hensley et al., 2019). However, stud-

nonadaptive traits. In this study an inconsistent relationship be-

ies are still lacking at the organismal level to determine how light

tween λmax and light decay is revealed across different species of

decay rates affect species’ fitness. Even so, the authors hypothesize

Cypridinidae, especially across the genus Photeros, where all species

that pulse duration plays an important role in mate recognition and/

have a similar λmax, but differ in light decay rates.

or antipredation.

The authors elude to the notion that constraint is not static,

This study identifies additional sites that appear to have

but rather dynamic over evolutionary time which is both intriguing

evolved neutrally or under purifying selection, potentially leading

and logical. During evolution, changes to the underlying biochem-

to the observed colour variation in bioluminescent signals across

ical network of a species’ genome, for example through gene de-

Cypridinidae. Building from previous mutagenesis experiments

letions or insertions, can modify the functional capacity of a cell

(Kawasaki et al., 2012), the authors were able to identify a site in

and/or enzyme and possibly result in phenotypic changes (Price

c-luciferase (178) that strongly influences the λmax (wavelength of

et al., 2004). The authors suggest that variability in the constraints
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acting on emission spectra over time may have allowed for the
uncoupling of λmax and light decay in modern lineages of Photeros
in contrast to their ancestors. In this sense, phenotypic diversification could be facilitated by this uncoupling, allowing wavelength
and pulse duration to change independently of each other across
this genus.
The authors further discuss how epistatic interactions among
c-
luciferase sites may be genetically constraining or structuring
phenotypes between species. To support this theory, Hensley et al.
(2020) found a significant interaction (ANOVA) between at least
two c-luciferase sites. They propose that as the bioluminescent phenotypes evolved, mutations at one site constrained the magnitude
of functional change upon future enzymatic mutations at the other
site. Patterns of amino acid replacement at these interacting sites
are discussed between noncourtship and courtship-signalling cypridinids with respect to putative epistatic effects on protein function
in select species. The authors propose that these site interactions
may have also changed over the course of c-luciferase evolution as
observed for other proteins (Ortlund et al., 2007; Yokoyama et al.,
2014) and further exploration of site-by-site interactions could provide powerful insights into signal phenotypes.
By characterizing the luciferases and mapping the genetic differences back to the observed phenotypic variation, the authors
provide a better understanding of how multiple evolutionary forces
influenced the diversification of sea firefly bioluminescence. The
results of this study will enable future investigations of bioluminescence in closely related systems, though the authors caution direct
comparisons as the molecular characterization of these enzymatic
reactions are unknown or limited (Bessho-Uehara et al., 2020) in
other species. Together these data suggest the molecular evolution
of c-luciferase has contributed significantly to signal diversity in cypridinids and that multiple modes of selection, in conjunction with
genetic drift, can act on a single gene to drive diversification. This
knowledge provides useful insight towards our understanding of
the processes maintaining biodiversity, and can be used to explore
the evolution of other genes and phenotypes across environments.
Moreover, the authors provide compelling arguments for the role of
constraint in the phenotypic diversity of bioluminescent emissions,
“lighting the way” for future investigations.
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